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When citing data, what thing are you actually citing? 
What identifiers denote in scientific data citations 
The question explained 
•  What does a data citation really denote? 
•  When a data identifier —like a DOI— is available, what, 
exactly, does that identifier denote? 
•  When the same data is made available in different 
encoding formats, what is the thing identifiers denote?  
•  What is the expected identifier resolution?  
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 A  particular  expression  of  that  content(e.g.  a  table,  a  set  of  RDF  triples,  etc.)
This poster is intended to engage the data curation community in a discussion of how we might begin an approach to this problem by assigning identifiers at different levels of 
abstraction. To initiate this discussion we propose three major levels: (a) Data content, (b) Data itself, and (c) Data Product. By asking the community to discuss how they 
use existing identifier schemes and what levels are important to them, we hope to elicit new implications for consistent data citation practice and data reuse.  
A  speci<ic  encoding  of  that  expression(e.g.  CSV  <ile,  XML  <ile,  others,  etc.)
    When citing data… 
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The  scienti<ic  content  of  a  dataset(e.g.  X  has  the  value  Y  for  the  property  Z)








•  Previous work by the Data Conservancy Data Concept 
group at Illinois investigated the levels of abstraction in 
the representation of scientific data [2,3,4,5] 
•  Identifiers included in citations often function as citable 
locators [1] to support discoverability, retrieval, and 
access: “such an identifier should lead readers at any time 
in the future to the exact data used in the work that led to 
the publication” [1] 
•  This works reasonably well in communities with shared 
practices and expectations, however, it is unclear what 
sort of thing it is that we are being lead to, or, how we 
can interpret an identifier as referring to that thing. 
•  Here we suggest a few potential candidates to elicit 
feedback from the community. 
